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FIONA WALSH

Fiona Walsh, a junior in

the GWTeach program

studying mathematics,

is currently taking

GTCH 3103: Project-

Based Learning, or PBL.

PBL is an innovative

lesson model in which

students engage with

real-world problems, learning content material through the production of a project that

serves as a solution. 

Walsh's interest in teaching was initially prompted by a love of tutoring her friends who

struggled with math. 

"I decided I wanted to teach because I have a lot of love for math and find that people

don’t share that love because they haven’t had proper math education," describes

Walsh. "Tutoring in high school and college has helped me see that the best way to

share that love is to teach someone about the subject so that they can see the beauty

in it."

However, Walsh's decision to become a teacher was not solidified until she was able to

lead her own classroom. 

"I spent the last summer as a teaching fellow at Breakthrough Cincinnati, where I had

my own classroom and had the best teaching experience I’ve ever had," remembers

Walsh. "After my six weeks teaching 7th graders math, I knew that I wanted to teach as

my career straight out of college."

After this monumental summer, Walsh decided to apply to the Noyce program. The

Noyce Program supports students with $20k in scholarships for every 2 years pledged to

teach in high-needs school districts. 

"The Noyce scholarship helped me commit to that goal of making teaching a career path

for myself," states Walsh. 

As a student in PBL, Walsh teaches Algebra II to 10th and 11th graders at Ballou High

School. 

"I am so happy to be teaching this course because it is the course that helped me start

to love math when I was in high school!" exclaims Walsh. "My project is creating a

Thanksgiving recipe book that can be adapted for any number of people, because I and

all of my students come from different families and backgrounds. We all have different

numbers of people at our Thanksgiving parties! There isn't really a cookbook out there

for diverse families."

Walsh's students must use their Algebra skills to create these cookbooks, ultimately

learning how to use rational functions in their daily lives. 

"We wanted to create a cookbook so that you can plug in x for the number of servings

you need, and you get the exact amount of each ingredient that you need for your

party. This project will involve converting recipes into rational expressions and learning

about food waste."  

Implementing a PBL lesson, a new lesson model teachers and students may not be used

to, comes with both its rewards and challenges. For Walsh, trying out PBL has been a

whirlwind of both!

"The best part of leading a PBL classroom is seeing students engaged in creating an

artifact that is really important to them. With my project, students get to choose which

recipes to adapt, and they are all working on dishes that are important to them with

significant family or cultural history. 

"The biggest challenge in leading a PBL classroom is incorporating state standards and

objectives into a project. The goal of PBL is to have students learn through their

projects, and this can be a challenge with abstract topics in math."

However, Walsh has taken her PBL challenges in stride. She plans to share her learning

experiences from PBL with other GWTeach students taking GTCH 3102: Classroom

Interactions as a Peer Mentor in the GWTeach Office next semester. 

"Luckily, I have a lot of support from my classmates, instructors, and mentor teacher,"

states Walsh. "Take every lesson as a learning experience for both you and the students!

Remember that you are a student too, and when you make a mistake, you can learn

from it and come back as a better teacher than before!"

Interested in the GWTeach program? GWTeach courses are open to all students at GW,

so sign up for a Spring 2020 GWTeach class via BanWeb today! 

Step 1: Inquiry Approaches to Teaching (GTCH 1001 - 1 credit)

Wednesdays, 8:00AM-9:15AM (76923)

Wednesdays, 11:10AM-12:25PM (76922)

Step 2: Inquiry-Based Lesson Design (GTCH 1002 - 1 credit)

Mondays, 8:00AM-9:15AM (73982)

Classroom Interactions (GTCH 3102 - 3 credits)

Wednesdays, 12:45PM-3:15PM (74629)

Functions and Modeling (GTCH 3202 - 3 credits)

Mondays and Wednesdays, 9:35AM-10:50AM (75672)

Fulfills Quantitative Reasoning Requirement 

GWTEACH SCHOLARSHIPS

GW Noyce Scholarship: Scholarships up to $20,000 per year are available for

juniors and seniors admitted into the Noyce program, which supports STEM majors

on their journey to become teachers in high-need schools after graduation. For

more information or to apply visit https://noyce.columbian.gwu.edu/. Early

Consideration deadline is December 1, 2019. 

GWTEACH RECRUITMENT

PRIZE WHEEL TABLE

It's registration season, which means

opportunities to learn more about

GWTeach and possibly win some

GWTeach swag are happening all over

campus!

For the month of November, GWTeach

had a moving Prize Wheel table

appearing in the Marvin Center and

Kogan Plaza. Many GW students and

professors spun the wheel for a chance

at winning GWTeach stickers, pens,

tattoos, phone sleeves, and stress toys. 

Chemistry professor Chris Cahill spun

the wheel, landing on a GWTeach stress

toy! 

"My son would love one of these,"

exclaimed Cahill. 

Professor Cahill ultimately chose the microscope stress toy, later updating the GWTeach

team with a photo (below) of his son practicing his coarse and fine focus skills. 

Have a memorable GWTeach moment? Tag us with #gwteach, or visit us

at https://www.instagram.com/gw_teach to stay updated on GWTeach happenings like

the Prize Wheel Table and be the first to know where on campus the hippo will visit next! 

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

FRONTIERS FOR YOUNG

MINDS 

Science, Technology, Engineering, and

Mathematics (STEM) has become increasingly

relevant in our society and hence increasingly

relevant to our students! Classrooms are

working to expose students more and more

to STEM topics, engineering problems faced

by society, and computational thinking. 

But much of the world's scientific knowledge

is riddled with scientific jargon and

hieroglyphic graphs -- how can we introduce

research papers and encourage scientific literacy in our elementary and middle school

classrooms? 

Frontiers for Young Minds is an open-access journal that publishes scientific papers

written for a younger audience. Scientists from a variety of fields, such as

astronomy/space science, biodiversity, the earth's resources, health, mathematics, and

neuroscience, submit their research papers to the journal. Submissions are then edited

by a board of children and teens before publication. 

If your students fall in love with Frontiers for Young Minds articles, then they can sign

up to be on the review board! Reviewers are between the ages of 8 and 15 and need a

Science Mentor to sign up with them. You as a teacher can serve as students'

designated Science Mentor if they decide to review scientific articles with Frontiers for

Young Minds. 

Frontiers for Young Minds is free and open to all at https://kids.frontiersin.org/.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DECEMBER FOLKS!  

GWTEACH BIRTHDAYS

Ben B. 

Nikita V. 

Madeleine E. 

Vanessa V. 

Danny P. 

Jalynn W. 

Cameron H. 

Alejandro B.  

JOB POSTINGS!

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY

STAR TEACHER

RESEARCHER

Interested in doing education research? STAR 2020 applications are now open for paid

summer research opportunities for aspiring K-12 STEM teachers of junior standing or

higher. STAR 2020 also offers fellowships in biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics,

and several engineering disciplines.

Online application and full program details can be found on their website at

StarTeacherResearcher.org.

KEEP UP WITH GWTEACH 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Welcome Back S'mores and Cococa in Kogan 
Monday, January 13th, 5pm-7pm, Kogan Plaza

The 9th Annual Progressive Education Summit 
Saturday, January 25th, 8:30am-3:00pm, Baltimore, MD

CONNECT WITH US!

Tompkins Hall, Suite 210 
725 23rd Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20052  
Phone: (202) 994-2823 | Web: GWTeach.gwu.edu 
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